ASHRAE GOLF
CHARLESTON CHAPTER’S
“FALL RESEARCH PROMOTION”
CAPTAIN’S CHOICE GOLF TOURNAMENT

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2020

11:00AM START
SUMMERVILLE COUNTRY CLUB
400 COUNTRY CLUB BLVD
SUMMERVILLE, SC 29483

$100.00 includes GOLF, CART, LUNCH TO BE SERVERD AFTER GOLF, BEVERAGES, and PRIZES (CLOSEST TO PIN, LONG DRIVE, ETC)!!!!!Bring your own team or we can assign you to one.

Player:
Player:
Player:
Player:

Contact:  Alex Longest 843-302-6620 or Philip Runyon 843-729-1883
Email this form to: alex@hahnmason.com or prunyon@chapmancompany.com
SPONSORSHIP LEVEL DESCRIPTION

GOLD LEVEL

- Company name will be prominently displayed at ALL Chapter activities, i.e. Chapter Meetings, Golf Outing (as a hole sponsor), Technical Seminars.
- (2) Spots at all Research Promotion activities including the spring golf tournament
- Special recognition in publications including the *ASHRAE Insights and Monthly acknowledgement in The Charleston “Gee Chee” Chapter Newsletter.*
- Hole Sponsor in the Chapter Research Promotion Golf Tournaments
- Honor Roll Research Donor recognition in Chapter Newsletter ($ 800 Contribution)
- Sponsor of Engineering Week Activities

SILVER LEVEL

- Hole Sponsor for the Chapter Research Promotion Golf Tournament
- Honor Roll Research Donor recognition in Chapter Newsletter ($ 500 Contribution)
- Special recognition in publications including the *ASHRAE Insights and Monthly acknowledgement in The Charleston “Gee Chee” Chapter Newsletter.*
- Sponsor of Engineering Week Activities

BRONZE LEVEL

- Hole Sponsor in the Chapter Research Promotion Golf Tournament
- Honor Roll Research Donor recognition in Chapter Newsletter ($ 300 Contribution)
- Special recognition in publications including the *ASHRAE Insights and Monthly acknowledgement in The Charleston “Gee Chee” Chapter Newsletter.*

HONOR ROLL LEVEL

- Honor Roll Research Donor recognition in Chapter Newsletter ($ 250 Contribution)
- Special recognition in publications including the *ASHRAE Insights and Monthly acknowledgement in The Charleston “Gee Chee” Chapter Newsletter.*

- Chapter Meeting sponsors are also available recognition on front page of Chapter Newsletter and recognition at the meeting (ADD $200)
ASHRAE CHAPTER SPONSORSHIP
REGION IV

CHARLESTON
CHAPTER 2019-2020
FISCAL YEAR

NAME_____________________________________

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION__________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS__________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

TELEPHONE:________________________  FAX:___________________
EMAIL:________________________

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS:  GOLD $1,000 ______
(PLEASE CHECK ONE)
SILVER  $ 500   ______
BRONZE  $ 300   ______
HONOR  $ 250   ______

CHAPTER MEETING SPONSOR   ADD $200

PLEASE EMAIL COMPLETED FORM TO:
PHILIP RUNYON:
PRUNYON@CHAPMANCOMPANY.COM